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Real-time multimedia level risk and behavioral monitoring is becoming harder, due to higher and
rapidly increasing data induction. Data induction through electric smart devices is greater compared to
information processing capacity. Nowadays, data becomes humongous even coming from the single
source. Therefore, when data emanates from all heterogeneous sources distributed over the globe
makes data magnitude harder to process up-to a needed scale. Big data and deep learning have become
standard in providing well-known solutions built-up using algorithms and techniques in resolving data
matching issues. Now, with the involvement of sensors and automation in generating data obscures
everything. Predicting results to overcome a current era of ever enhancing demands and getting realtime visualisation brings the need of feature like human behavioral mode extraction to overcome any
future threats. Soft computing techniques can bring the opportunity of predicting any misfortune even
before they happen.
Recently, a meaningful development has been reported in the field of risk and behavioral monitoring.
These achievements are mostly based on ICT techniques, such as body area networking, human assisted
rehabilitation, and remote diagnosis. However, risk and behavioral monitoring (for example, integrating
health services) with the existent communication method and providing remote medical treatments
with accuracy and precision is still challenging task. To this end, the new soft computing based decisionmaking approaches that comprehend the research findings from the fuzzy and rough sets theory, neural
networks, genetic algorithm, and artificial intelligence are actively developing. The scientific issue is how
to process these research findings in the field of risk and behavioral monitoring. Therefore, the research
targets can be model construction using soft computing techniques and system approach how to
building models and how to test and assess the performance.
The risk and behavioral monitoring is one of involute processes as the human generate the
phenomena with substantial rate of chaotic actions. From our experience, it is known that to make a
good decision it is suitable to utilize the soft computing methods which yield promising solutions. The
soft computing methods, fuzzy and rough sets theory, neural networks, genetic algorithm, and artificial
intelligence, can be utilized independently, or together. Therefore, soft computing methods can be used
in wide range of applications. The promising decision making is a significant step for the success of risk
and behavioral monitoring.
The topics of interest include, but are not limited to:
 Soft computing techniques for risk and behavioral management
 Signal processing and representing learning behavioral data
 Decision making under uncertainty with linguistic data
 Modeling risk in sequential decision making
 Fuzzy and rough sets theory for risk and behavioral monitoring
 Soft method in biomedical and medical application
 Neural network and genetic algorithms for risk management
 Real-time monitoring using soft computing based big data processing and analytics for IoT







Real-time behavioral assessment in big data transmission with efficiency for IoT
Soft computing based administration and interpretation of multimedia big data
Behavioral feature based learning from big data to facilitate monitoring
Soft computing based multimedia technology for monitoring system with IoT environment
Image data collection, mining, and prediction methods based on soft computing
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